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T^ SELECTED BIBLIOGPAPHY OF SEM;f\NTICS-Pr-'SED
Having been 'commissioned' to nrenare a bibl ioaranhy of Generative
Semantics, we soon discovered that what vre called 'Generative Semantics'
was in reality at least seven or eipht different thinqs with, in many
cases, little or no overlap. In the broadest sense, 'Generative Semantics'
refers to the assumption that semantic representation provides the input
to the transformational rules of a arammar, an idea which was unthinkably
radical when Jeffrev Gruber proposed it in his 1965 MIT dissertation,
but vThich now is taken almost for aranted bv many. However, onlv a
relatively small part of the literature is concerned with elaborating
and explicitly motivating this assumption. In another sense, the term
'Generative Semantics' is taken to refer to a theory in v/hich qlobal
rules and other derivational constraints play a major role—although as
G. Lakoff argued in "Global Rules", this theorv is locticallv ouite
independent of the role of semantics in a grammar. In still a third
sense, 'Generative Semantics' is used to refer to what was for a time
called 'abstract syntax', which is not so much a theory or an assumption
as a way of doing things: shov/ina how the apparently arbitrary distri-
butions of grammatical constructions and relationships were predictable
if one postulated imderlyina structures that were somewhat more 'abstract'
than the surface structures they represented. The abstractness of these
structures resided primarily in their containina elements which mioht
not show up in surface structure and category labels that differed
from those borne in surface structure, and in their expressing grammatical
relationships which did not hold at surface structure. None of these
characteristics was by itself a theoretical innovation; yet they
resulted in a conception of deep structure that differed appreciably
from that of Aspects . Ross' "On declarative sentences", his "Auxiliaries
as main verbs' , and R. Lakoff 's Abstract syntax and Latin complementation
are paradigm examples in this tradition.
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Clustered around these three concents, and yet not belonqinq
more to any one than to any other are 1) proposals concerning the
representati n of reference, definiteness, and quantifiers in underlying
structure, 2) attempts to describe the way(s) in which nresunpositions
,
assumptions, and entailments seem to govern various grammatical phenomena,
3) discussions of various phenomena involving expressed and implied
negation, 4) proposals conceminq lexical structure, lexical insertion
in a grammar with a semantic bcise, and the representation of the meaning
of specific lexical items and classes of lexical items, and 5) demonstra-
tions of the relevance of diverse kinds of semantic facts to grammatical
and even phonological phenomena. Consequently the bibliography consists
of eight sections reflecting these focuses of research. Naturally
there are many papers which bear on several issues, and some which only
arbitrarily can be put in one of these categories. For the latter,
alternative classifications have been given at the end of the entries.
A few words of caution: 1) this bibliography is not exhaustive
—
it probably could not have been. Case theory for instance has been all
but ignored except for work by Fillmore, its main articulator. Many
relevant works have no doubt been inadvertently left out, and for this
we apologize to their authors, and perhaps more important, to the
reader. VJith the exception of Donnellan's "Reference and definite
descriptions" (which was included because it describes an important class
of data which linguistic thoeries purporting to deal with reference have
yet to deal with in a natural way) , no articles by philosophers have
been included. For a suggestive bibliography of philosophical viewpoints
on linguistic problems, the reader is referred to "Bibliography: Logic
and Language" prepared by B. Partee, S. Sabsay and J. Soper, mimeo-
graphed and distributed by the Indiana University Linguistics Clvib.
2) The authors of some of the papers included here v7ould not consider
their work 'generative semantics' ; most of these papers have been included
because they bear on phenomena or issues crucial to 'generative
semanticists' ' claims.
Georgia M. Green
Rafael Castillo
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BaH Bach, Ernnon, and Robert T. Harms, eds. Universals in
linguistic theory . New York, Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston. 1968
BiH Bierwisch, Manfred, and Karl Erich Heidolph, eds. Recent
advances in linguistics . The Hague, Mouton. 1970.
IM Davidson, Donald, and Gilbert Harman, eds. Semantics of
natural language . Dordrecht, Netherlands, D. Reidel. 1971.
FL Foundations of language.
GUMSLL Georgetown University. T'onograph series on languages and
linguistics.
HCL Harvard University Computation Laboratory.
HRK Kachru, Braj B. , et al. , eds. Papers in linguistics in
honor of Henry and Renee Kahane . Urbana, Illinois,
University of Illinois Press.
JPL Journal of philosophical linguistics, ed. by William Todd.
Vol. 1, no. 1 appeared as Studies in philosophical linguistics,
series one. Evanston, Illinois, Great Expectations Press.
1969-
.
JR Jacobs, Roderick A., and P.S. Rosenbaum. Readings in English
transformational grammar . Boston, Ginn-Blaisdell. 1970.
lULL Indiana Universitv Linauistics Club.
JL Journal of linauistics.
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RBL Sadock, J.M. and A. Vanek , eds . Studies presented Jbq
Ftobert B. Lees by his students . Edironton, Linguistic
^search. 1970.
PS Reibel, David A., and Sanford A. Schane, eds. ^todern
Studies in English . Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-
Hall. 1969.
RT Rosenberg, Jay F. , and Charles Travis, eds. Readings in the
philosophy of language . Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-
Hall. 1971.
SILS Studies? in the linguistic sciences, (workino papers),
Department of Linguistics, University of Illinois,
Urbana, Illinois.
SJ Steinberg, Danny and Leon Jakobovits, eds. Sentantics ; an
interdisciplinary reader in philosophy, linguistics, and
psychology . CaKibridge University Press. 1971.
SLS Fillmore, Charles J., and D. Terence Langendoen, eds.
Studies in linguistic semantics . New York. Holt, Rinehart
and Winston. 1971.
SSS Kiefer. Ferenc, ed. Studies in syntax and semantics .
Dordrecht, D. Reidel. 1970.
SEMAI^TIC BASE COMPONENT (SBC)
Binnick, Robert I. 1967. Semantic and syntactic classes of verbs.
Duplicated, University of Chicago.
Dahl, Osten. 1969. Topic and comment: a studv in Russian and
general transformational grammar. Slavica Gothoburgensia 4.
Grviber, Jeffrev s. 1965. Studies in lexical relations. MIT dissertation
(Available from lULC) . rone of the earliest works to argue
for a semantic base component] (L)
.
Keenan, Edward, 1969. A logical base for English. University of
Pennsylvania dissertation.
Lakoff, George, and John R. Ross. ca. 1966. Is deep structure
necessary? Duplicated, MIT, lULC. fFour unpublished
speculative pages beginning "We believe semantics may be
generative, for the followina reasons..."]
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McCawley, James D. 1967. The annotated respective. Duplicated,
University of Chicago.
1968. Concerning the base component of a transformational grammar.
FL 4:243-281.
1968. The role of semantics in a grammar. BaH 124-169.
1970. Syntactic and logical arguments for semantic structures.
Duplicated, University of Chicago. To appear in a volume
of proceedings of the 5th International Seminar on Theoretical
Linguistics, to be pxoblished by the TEC Corp., Tokyo.
(DRO, L) .
1971. Interpretive semantics meets Frankenstein. FL 7:285-296.
fRefutes claims made bv Katz in 'Generative semahtics vs.
interpretive semantics". Ft 6:220-259].
Nevnneyer, Frederick J. 1970. On the alleged boundary between syntax
and semantics. FL 6:178-186.
Peters, P. Stanlev. 1970. Why there are many universal bases. PIL
2:27-43.
Seuren, Pieter A.M. 1971. Autonomous versus semantic syntax.
Duplicated, Magdalen College, Oxford,
ABSTRACT SYNTAX (AS)
Akatsuka, Noriko. 1972. Emotive verbs in English and Japanese.
SILS 2-1 1-15.
Bach, E. 1968. Nouns and noun phrases. BaH 90-122.
1971. Syntax since Aspects . GUMSLL 24:1-18.
Baker, C.L. 1968. Indirect questions in English. University of
Illinois dissertation.
1970. Notes on the description of English questions; the role
of an abstract question morpheme. FL 6:197-219.
Becker, A.L., and D.G. Arms, 1969. Prepositions as predicates.
CLS5 1-12,
Boyd, J., and J. P. Thome, 1969. The deep grammar of modal verbs,
JL 5:57-74. (L)
.
Casagrande, Jean. 1969, On the sources of some universals. PIL
1:76-90. [Argues for abstract performative verbs on the
basis of data from French.]
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Darden, B.-J. 1971. On confirmativp tag sentences in English.
Mimeographed, University of California at Berkeley, Slavic
Dept. [Presents additional evidence for auxiliary verbs as
main verbs.]
Davison, Alice. 1970. Causal adverbs and performative verbs. CLS6
190-202.
Fillmore, Charles J. 1968. The case for case. BaH 1-88.
1970. The grammar of hitting and breaking. JR 120-134.
1971. Some problems for case grammar. GUMSLL 24:35-56.
Gallagher, Mary. 1970. Adverbs of time and tense. CLS6 220-225.
Geis , Jonnie. 1971. Subject complementation with causative verbs.
To appear in HRK.
Geis, Michael L. 1970. Time prepositions as underlying verbs.
CLS6 235-249.
Green, Georgia M. 1970. Peview of R. Lakoff , Abstract syntax and
Latin complementation . Lg. 46:149-167.
1972. How to get people to do things with words. Mimeographed,
University of Illinois. [Discusses proposals by Sadock,
Gordon and Lakoff, and others concerning 'auestions' with
imperative' force, and points out a range of facts which
better proposals will have to account for.]
Kiparsky, Paul. 1968. Tense and mood in Indo-European syntax.
FL 4:30-57. fAn early paper relating tense to time
adverbs .
1
Lakoff, George. 1966. Stative adjectives and verbs in English.
HCL Report NSF-17 1-16. [Analyzes verbs and ajectives
as members of the same deep-structure category.]
1968. Instrumental adverbs and the concept of deep structure.
FL 4:4-29
1970. Irregularity in syntax . New York, Holt, Rinehart and
VJinston. 'h version of GL's 1965 Indiana University
dissertation. Ch. 10 and Appendixes A and F are most
representative of abstract syntax.
1
Lakoff, Robin. 1968. Abstract syntax and Latin complementation .
Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press.
1971. Passive resistance. CLS7 149-16 3. [Discusses accounts
of the passive in English and other languages .
]
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Langacker, Ronald w. 1969. ?n analysis of Encrlish questions. Mimeographed,
University of California at San Dieqo.
1970. English question intonation, PBL 139-162.
Lee, Gregory. 1971. Notes in defense of case qrainmar. CLS7
174-181.
Lee, Hong Bae, and Edward Maxwell. 1970. Performatives in Korean.
CLS6 163-380.
Leskosky, Richard J. 1972. Further comments on instrumentals
.
SILS 2:1 66-83.
McCawley, James D. 1971. Tense and time reference in English.
SLS 96-113.
1970.' Fnrjlish as a VSO lanauaac. La. -^f. :2P6-299.
,
Newmeyer, Frederick J. 1969. English aspectual verbs. University
of Washington Studies in Linguistics and languaae learning, 6.
1969. The underlying structure of the begin-class verbs. CLS5
195-205.
1970. The derivation of the English action nominalization. CLS6
408-416.
Perlmutter, David M. 1970. The two verbs begin . JR 107-119. (L)
.
1971. Deep and surface structure constraints in syntax . Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston. [Revised version of 1968 MIT
dissertation.] (DC).
Peterson, Thomas H. 1969. A case for the declarative performative
verb; dependent and independent conjunction in Moore and
English. CLS5 411-419.
1970. Imperatives and purpose and reason adverbials as complements
of abstract verbs in Moore. Duplicated, Universitv of
California at Santa Beurbara.
Ross, John R. 1969. Adjectives as noun phrases. PS 352-360.
1969. Auxiliaries as main verbs. JPL 1:1 77-102.
1970. On declarative sentences. JR 222-272.
1972. Act. DH 80-136.
Sadock, Jerrold M. 1969. Hypersentences. PIL 1:283-370.
[Argues for abstract performative clauses.]
1969. Super-hype rsentences. PIL 1:1-16. [Treats a dilemma raised
by the hypothesis cf abstract performative clauses.]
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Sadock, Jerrold M. 1970. l-Jhimperatives . PBL 223-238. FTreats
sentences with question form and imperative force.]
1971. Oueclaratives. CLS7 223-232. fTreats expressions with
question form and statement force.]
Schreiber, Peter. 1971. Some constraints on the formation of Enqlish
sentence adverbs. LI 2:83-101.
Taylor, Daniel J. 1972. Aspects of negation in classical Greek.
SILS 2:1 105-122. (N)
.
Thompson, Sandra Pnnear. 1968. Relative clauses and conjxinctions.
Ohio State University Working papers in linguistics 1 80-99.
1971. The deep structure of relative clauses. SLS 78-94.
Zwicky, Arnold M. 1971. In a manner of speakinq. LI 2:223-232.
[A discussion of the syntactic properties of English 'verbs
of communication*.]
DERIVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS (DC)
Andrews, Avery D. 1971. Case agreement of predicate modifiers in
Greek. LI 2:127-152.
Baker, C.L. 1971. Stress level and auxiliary behavior in English.
LI 2:167-182. [Presents some difficulties for the hypotheses
of Zwicky 's 'Auxiliary reduction in English' and Lakoff's
' Global rules '
.
]
Casagrande, Jean. 1970. A case for global derivational constraints.
PIL 2:449-459.
Cook, Eung-Do. 1971. Phonological constraint and syntactic rule.
LI 2-465-478.
Dingwall, William Orr. 1969. Secondary conjunction and universal
grammar. PIL 1:207-230. "Discusses language-specific
constraints on gapping.]
Dressier, Wolfgang. 1970. Towards a semantic deep structure of
discourse grammar. CLS6 :202-210. (SBCK
Fauconnier, Gilles Raymond. 1971. Theoretical implications of some
global phenomena in syntax. University of California at
San Diego dissertation. [Attempts to show that language-
specific global derivational constraints follow as 'theorems'
from general constraints on grammars] (DRQ)
.
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Geis , Michael L. 1969. A derivational constraint on the simplification
of certain comparative constructions. Mimeographed,
University of Illinois.
Gordon, David, and George Lakoff. 1971. Conversational postulates.
CLS7 63-84. [Proposes that certain svntactic and semantic
phenomena are determined by entailments of underlvinq structures.]
(AS, P) .
Green, Georgia M. 1971. Some implications of an interaction among
constraints. CLS7 85-101.
Grinder, John. 1971. Chains of coreference. LI 2:183-202.
Grosu, Alexander. 1971. On perceptual and grammatical constraints.
CLS7 416-428. [Discusses the status of transderivational
constraints. ]
King, Harold V. 1970. On blocking the rules for contraction in
English. LI 1:134-136.
Lakoff, George. 1969. On derivational constraints. CLS5 117-140.
1970. Global rules. Lg. 46:627-639.
1970. Some thoughts on transderivational constraints. Duplicated,
University of Michigan. To appear in HRK.
1971. On generative semantics. SJ 232-296.
1971. The global nature of the nuclear stress rule: a rejoander.
Duplicated, University of Michigan. fA reply to Bresnan's
claim in 'On sentence stress and syntactic transformation'
(Lg. 47:257-281) that the nuclear stress rule is ordered in
the syntactic cycle.)
1972. The arbitrary basis of transformational grammar. Lg. 48:
76-87. 'A reply to Baker and Brame's 'Global rules: a
rejoinder' Lg. 48:51-75.]
to appear. Generative semantics . Holt, Rinehart, and Winston.
Perlmutter, David M. 1970. Evidence for deep structure constraints
in syntax. SSS 168-186. (AS).
1970. Surface structure constraints in syntax. LI 1:187-256.
Postal, Paul M. 1970. On coreferential complement subject deletion.
LI 1:439-500. (AS)
1972. A global constraint on pronominalization. LI 3:35-60.
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Ross, John P. 1969. Guess v/ho'^ CLS5 252-287. ^Uses identity-of-
sense deletions to araue aaainst the Extended Lexicalist
hypothesis of no deletions. Shows that 'Ross constraints*
must be stated globally.] (DPO)
.
1972. Doubl-inq. LI 3:61-86, ^Discusses constraints aaainst
two successive forms in -inq in English.]
Schiebe, Traugott. 1970. On a global derivational constraint involving
quantifiers in German. LI 1:351-357.
Zwicky, Arnold M. 1969. Phonological constraints on syntactic
descriptions. PIL l:'ill-463.
1970. Auxiliary reduction in English. LI 1:323-336.
1971. Pemarks on directionality. Ohio State University Working
Papers in Linguistics 8 156-163.
DEFINITENESS , REFERENCE, AND OUANTIFICATION (DPO)
Baker, C.L. 1966. Definiteness and indefiniteness in English.
University of Illinois master's thesis.
Garden, Guy. 1967. Quantifiers as higher verbs. Unpublished
IBM technical report BPC5.
1968. English quantifiers. Harvard University master's thesis.
In HCL Report NSF-20.
1970. The de«p structure of both . CLS6 178-190.
1970. Idiolect variation and logical predicates in English.
Harvard University dissertation.
1970. P' note on conflicting idiolects. LI 1:281-290. fTreats
quantifier idiolects.]
1970. On post-determiner auantifiers. LI 1:415-428.
Cole, Peter. 1972. Quantifiers as noun phrases. SILS 2:1 16-41.
Dahl, Osten. 1970. Some notes on indefinites. Lq. 46:33-41.
1970. Sloppiness. Duplicated, University of Gttteborq. fTreats
identity-of-sense anaphora]
1970. On sets and prepositional functions. Duplicated, University
of Gttteborq.
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Grinder, John T. 1970. Super eaui-N?- deletion. CLSfi 297-318.
[Treats identity of reference deletion over a variable.]
Grinder, John, and Paul M. Postal. 1971. Missing antecedents. LI
2:269-312. ^Shows that interpretive theories have no
vmiform way of accounting for a variety of cases of identity
of sense anaphora which 'generative semantic' theories would
treat as subcases of the sare phenomenon.]
Grosu, P>lexander. 1970. On coreferentiality constrsiints and eaui-
NP-deletion in English, Ohio State University Working
Papers ir Linguistics 7 Gl-111.
Heny, Frank. 1971. Sentence and predicate irodifiers in English.
Duplicated, Universitv of Massachusetts at i^mherst. ron
the Thomason-Stalnaker-Lakoff controversy over the opacity
of adverbs, 1 (AS)
.
Heringer, Jeimes T. 1969. Indefinite noun phrases and referential
opacity. CLS5 89-98.
1970, Research on quantifier-negative idiolects. CLS6 287-297.
Karttunen, Lauri. 1968. tiThat do referential indices refer to''
RAND Co. Report, Santa Monica, California.
1969. Problems of reference in syntax. Duplicated, University
of Texas at Austin.
1969, Pronouns and variables. CLS5 108-117.
1971. Definite descriptions with crossing coreference;
A study of the Bach-Peters paradox. FL 7:157-182.
Keenan, Edward L, 1970, Names, Quantifiers, and a solution to the
sloppy identity Droblem, Duplicated, University of
Pennsylvania.
1971. Quantifier structures in English. FL 7:255-284.
Kuno, Susumu. 197P. Some properties of nonreferential ncun phrases.
To appear in Roman Jakobson, ed. , Studies in Oriental and
general linguistics . Tokvo.
Kuroda, S-Y. 1971. Two remarks on pronominalization. Fl 7:183-198.
Lakoff, George. 1970. Counterparts, or the problem of reference in
transformational grammar. HCL Report NSF-24 23-36.
1970. Repartee, or a reply to [Partee's] 'Negation, conjunction,
and quantifiers'. FL 6 389-422.
1970. Adverbs and opacity. Duplicated, University of Michigan.
[A reply to an analysis by Stalnaker. !• (DC, AS).
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Lakoff, George. 1970. Adverbs and modal operators. Duplicated,
University of Michigan. ^Comments on the philosopher
Thomason's proposals conceminq the logical representation
of adverbs.] (AS)
.
Lakoff, George, and John R. Ross. 1972. ?> note on anaphoric
islands and causatives. LI 3:121-125.
Lawler, John M. 1972. A problem in oarticioatorv democracy.
Duplicated, University of Michigan. [Concerns oroblems
of identity for NP-deletion.
]
McCawley, James D. 1969. A programme for logic. To appear in
Synthese. TTreats constituent structure, generalization,
conjoining, quantification.]
1970. t^ere do noun phrases come from? JR 166-183. An
extensively revised version appears in SJ 217-231.
[One of the first transformational treatments of referential
opacity.]
1970. A note on English reflexives. JPL 1:2.
Morgan, Jerry L. 1970. On the criterion of identity for noun
phrase deletion. CLS6 380-390. (P)
.
Postal, Paul M. 1971. Cross-over phenomena . Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston. (DC).
Subbarao, Karumuri V. 1971. Notes on reflexives in Hindi. SILS
1:2 180-214.
LEXICAL STRUCTURE AND LEXICAL INSERTION (L)
Annamalcii, E. 1971. Lexical insertion in a mixed language.
CLS7 20-28.
Antinucci , Francesco, and Domenico Parisi. 1971. On English m.odal
verbs. CLS7 28-40.
Binnick, Robert I. 1968. On the nature of the 'lexical item*.
CLS4 1-13.
1968. On transformationally derived verbs in a crrammar of
English. Dittoed.
1968. The characterization of abstract lexical items. Dittoed.
1970. Studies in the derivation of predicative structures. PIL
3:237-340, 519-602. (AS).
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Binnick, Pober*: I. 1970. On the empirical content of the theory
of lexical insertion. PIL 3:33-64.
1971. Bring and come . LI 2:260-265.
Bowers, F. 1969. The deep structure of abstract nouns. Fl 5:520-533.
Cattell, Ray. 1969. The role of give and some related verbs in
English syntax. University of Newcastle (JVustralia)
dissertation. (AS)
.
DeRijk, Rudolph. 1968. P> hote on pre-lexical oredicate raising.
Dittoed, MIT.
Dixon, R.M.X'J. 1970. The semantics of giving. Duplicated, Australian
National University, Canberra. To appear in the Proceedings
of the International Colloquium on Formalization and Models
of Linguistics, (Paris, April 1970).
1970. VThere have all the ajectives gone? An essay in universal
semantics. Duplicated, Australian National University,
Canberra. (S)
.
1971. A method of semantic description. SJ 4 36-471. fA synthesis
of componential and definitional approaches in describing
the verbs of an Australian language, with discussion of their
relationships to the svntax.
]
Fillmore, Charles. 1968. Lexical entries for verbs. FL 4:373-393.
1970. Types of lexical information. SSS 109-137. Also in SJ
370-392.
Geis , Jonnie. 1970. Lexical insertion of locative and time
prepositions. CLS6 226-235.
Givon, Talmy. 1970, Notes on the semantic structure of English
adjectives. Lg. 46:816-837.
Green, Georgia M. 1969. Some theoretical implications of the
expression of emphatic conjunction. Duplicated, University
of Chicago.
1969. On the notion 'related lexical entry'. CLS5 76-88.
1970. A' syntactic syncretism in English and French. To appear
in HRK. [Discusses a systematic lexical gap in French.]
1971. A study in pre-lexical syntax. University of Chicago
dissertation. (S, P, AS, SBC).
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Gruber, Jeffrey S. 1965. Studies in lexical relations. MIT
dissertation. (lULC) [Proposals for representing
the meanings of lexical items-] (SBC).
1967. Look and see . Lg. 43:937-9-17.
1967. Functions of the lexicon in formal descriptive grammars.
System Development Corporation, Santa Konica, Calif.
[More detailed proposals concernim pre-lexical semantic
structures and lexical insertion.]
Kachru, Yamuna. 1971. Causative sentences in Hindi revisited.
SILS 1:2 75-103. To appear in HRK.
1972. Notes on participant roles and grammatical categories in
Hindi sentences. Dxiplicated, University of Illinois.
Kleiman, Angela. 1971. Some aspects of the cau'5ative construction
in Hindi. SILS 1:2 104-135.
Lakoff, George. 1968. Some verbs of causation and chancre. HCL
Report NSF-20.
1970. Natural logic and lexical decomposition. CLS6 340-363.
Langacker, Ronald W. 1970. Predicate raising: some Uto-Aztecan
evidence. Duplicated, University of California at San
Diego. To appear in HRK.
Lefkowitz, Robert. 1970. Instrument nouns as syntactic complexes.
Duplicated, Syracuse University.
McCawley, James D. 1968. Lexical insertion in a transformational
grammar without deep structure. CLS4 71-80. (SBC).
1969. Semantic representation. In Cognition; a multiple view
,
ed. by Paul Garvin. Spartan Books, N.Y.
1971. Pre lexical syntax. GUMSLL 24:19-34.
Morgan, Jerry L. 1968. Remarks on the notion 'possible lexical
item'. Dittoed, University of Chicago.
1969. On arguing about semantics. PIL 1:49-70.
Newmeyer, Frederick J. 1970. Nominalized causatives. PIL 3:1-10.
1971. The source of derived nominals in English. Lg. 47:786-796.
Postal, Paul M. 1969. Anaphoric islands. CLS5 205-240. (DRO)
.
1970. On the surface verb remind . LI 1:37-120. Also in SLS
180-270. (AS),
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Postal, Paul M. To appear. On the derivation of pseudo-adjectives.
To appear. The derivation of surface nouns.
Quang Phuc Dong. 1971. The applicability of transformations to
idioms. CLS7 198-206.
Rice, Lester. 1968. Do trees have leaves? Ms. ron the representation
of fetch as derivinq from a conjoined structure.]
Smith, Steven. 1969. Relations of inclusion. Dittoed.
Steffensen, Margaret. 1971. A deverbal analysis of adverbials in
Hindi. SILS 1:2 136-179.
Zwicky, Arnold M. , and Ann D. Zwicky. How come and what for .
Ohio State Working Papers in Linguistics 8 174-185. To
appear in HRK.
NEGATION AND POLARITY (OT)
Baker, C.L. 1969. Double negatives. PIL 1:16-40. Revised version
publish<?d in 1970, LI 1:169-186. fSyntax and semantics of
positive- and negative-polarity environments 1 •
Borkin, Ann. 1971. Polarity items in questions. rLS7 53-63.
Horn, Laurence R. 1969. Polarity, or some more reasons why there
can't be any some-any rule. Paoer presented at the 1969
winter meeting of the LSA.
1971. Negative transportation: unsafe at any speed:' CLS7 120-134.
To aopear. Studies in the semantics of negation. UCLA dissertation.
(S, L).
Lakoff, Robin. 1969. A syntactic argument for not-transportation.
CLS5 140-148. (AS)
.
Lindholm, James M. 1969. Negative-reiising and sentence-pronominali-
zation. CLS5 148-159. (DRO)
.
McCawley, James D. 1969. A note on multiple negations, or v/hy you
can't not say no sentences like these. Mimeographed,
University of Chicago.
1971. The deep structure of negative clauses. Eigo Kyoiku
19:1-4. (AS).
138
Rivero, Mario-Luisa. 1970. 7^ surface-structure constraint on
negation in Spanish. Lg. 46:640-666.
Schmerling, Susan F. 1971. 7^ note on negative polarity. PIL
4:200-206.
See also entries under Presuppositions.
PRESUPPOSITIONS (P)
Baker, C.L. 1970. Problems of polarity in counterfactuals .
RBL 1-16. (NP).
Dahl, Osten. 1970. Some presuppositions about presuppositions.
Duplicated, University of Gttteborg.
Fillmore, Charles. 1969. Verbs of judging: an exercise in semantic
description. PIL 1:91-117; SLS 272-289, (L)
.
Praser, Bruce. 1969. An analysis of concessive conditionals.
CLS5 66-76. (L)
.
Geis, Michael M. , and Arnold Zwicky. 1971. On invited inferences.
LI 2:561-566.
Givon, Talmy. 1970. Existential presuppositions with ego problems,
or who sez? Duplicated, UCLA.
1971. Forward implication, backward presupposition, and the time
axis of complement-taking verbs. Dittoed, UCLA.
Horn, Laurence. 1969. A presuppositional analysis of only and
even . CLS5 98-108. (L)
.
1970. Ain't it hard anymore? CLS6 318-327, TTreats presi:ippositions
of adverbs, and quantifiers, suspension of presupposition,
and negative polarity items.] (NP)
.
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